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[57] ABSTRACT 
An automatic ticket preparing and examining system 
to be used for a transportation network comprising a 
ticket preparing device for preparing an ordinary 
ticket or a season ticket and a ticket examining device 
for examining each ticket thus prepared upon exhibi 
tion by a passenger, both of the devices being pro 
vided in each of the stations included in the transpor 
tation network wherein a sufficient number of routes 
or lines each assigned by a route or line code are de 
termined so that eachof the stations may be desig 
nated by a station code consisting of the route or line 
code and an address code for the station determined 
within a speci?c route or line, the ticket preparing de 
vice including means to record on each ticket required 
information about a starting station, intermediate sta 
tions, and a terminating station expressed in the sta 
tion codes, and the ticket examining device including 
means for judging the validity of ‘each ticket from the 
information recorded in the station codes, procedures 
adapted for said judging being described herein. 

5 Claims, 12 Drawing Figures 
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_. AUTOMATIC TICKET PREPARING AND 
EXAMINING SYSTEM EMPLOYING SEQUENTIAL 

. ‘a {9 CODE 

. _ CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION 

This application isra continuation-impart of our co 
pending application Ser. No. 825,858, ?led on May 19, 
1969, entitled “AUTOMATIC TICKET PREPARING 
AND' EXAMINING SYSTEM EMPLOYING SE 
QUENTIAL CODE.” 

' . BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

‘I ‘l Thejjresent invention relates to an automatic ticket 
I Y. preparihg and examining system, and more particularly 

to an'automatic ticket preparing and examining system 
employing sequential codes. 7 

' In a conventional automatic ticket preparing and ex 
amining system, for instance, a railway network includ 
ing various loops is transformed into a network tree in 
cluding no loops by cutting each of the loops between 
appropriate two stations.v Each of the stations included 
.in the network tree thus transformed is then assigned 7 
a codelwhi'ch allows judgement as ‘to whether or not a 
station is included ona path between'two arbitrarily de 
termined~ stations. On an ordinary ‘or a ‘season ticket, 
there is recorded information'about the two terminal 
stations of the allowable‘ path forthe ticket in coded 

. form and about the cutting points included in the allow-_v 
able path, and the ticket examining device in each staé. ‘ 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention aims to overcome the above 
described difficulties of the conventional automatic 
ticket preparing and examining systems and to satisfy 
the important matters of the prior ticket judging sys 
tem. According to the invention, there is provided an 
automatic ticket preparing and examining system for 
transportation network comprising a ticket preparing 
device and a ticket examining device located at each 
station of said network, each of said ticket preparing 

I, devices being adapted to record information concern 
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30 
tion.i_s thereby enabled to judge the validity ‘ofth'e; 
ticket upon its exhibition by a passenger based von thev 
abovedescribed information written in the coded form. 
‘.I'Iowevenin the conventional ticket preparing and ex 
amininglsystem, there were difficulties such as the in 

ing the starting station,-intermediate stations and the 
terminating station on a ticket in the form of codes con 
sisting of a- route or line code-and an address code and 
each of said ticket examining devices being adapted to 
examine a ticket presented to it to see whether or not 
the codes on the ticket are passable at the judging sta 
tion and thus to judge the validity of the ticket. 
The invention will now be further described, by way 

of example, with reference to the accompanying draw 
ings, in which the same or equivalent parts are desig 
nated by the same reference characters. ’ 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is an explanatory diagram showing an example. 
of lines or routes determined over a railway network; 
FIG. 2 is a diagram showing the constitution of a sta 

tion code to be assigned to a station; 
FIGS. 3 and 4 are diagrams employed for the expla-i 

nation of a senior junction station included in a line or ' 
.route; - . . 

35 
clusion of too many‘ loops in the railway network along _. 

. v'withthe ever growing siz'e thereof, which inevitably in 
creases the number of bits required for indicating the 
cuttin'g?points'of the loops on the ordinary or season 
,ticket,'_and .as-the'necessity of revising the station codes 
in a considerable‘ number (in some cases, almost to 

40 

tally)'when a station or ajline is newly installed or partly _ 
modi?ed. _ Y ‘ 

Furthermore,.in other prior-ticket judging system, it 
seems that the m‘ethod'of judging v(examining) the in 
termediate points (stationsl-‘iisj identical with the 
method the terminal points'(starting and terminating 
stations) along the allowable path, ;namely ‘by the 
method of judging the legality as to'lwhether ‘or not the 
data on the ticket contain 

tion itself. ' ' I ._ V However, if it is intended-"to apply such a ‘method to 

the'code of the judging sta-F 

45 

50 

a transportation system which allows riding-on and get? 1 _ 
ting-off at any station along the allowable [path indi-_ " 
cated on the commutation ticket, it becomes necessary a 
to impart codes of all the stations contained in the al-v 
lowable path onto the ticket. Consequently, the quan- . 
tity of the necessary information becomes too plentiful ’ 
to ‘be coded and thus is of no practical use. v 
Accordingly, when the automated ticket system is ap 

plied to the transportation system as mentioned above, 
it becomes very important to codify the allowable vpath 
by sufficiently few (from a practical point of view) bits 
of information and to ?nd a reasonable method capable 
of ef?ciently judging the legality of the ticket at each 
station to determine whether the commutor rides on or 
gets off. 

60 

FIGS. 5 and 6 are diagrams showing the description A 
of allowable paths on an ordinary or a season ticket; 
FIG. 7"is a diagram showing conversion of the station 

‘codes 'written'on the-ticket; _ . 
FIG. 8is a diagram onwhich are'indicated sections 

of lines or routes commonly included in a plurality of 
lines;, ’ , ~ _ > . 

, FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing the ticket prepar 
ing device used in‘ the invention; . 

FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating the means in-. 
cluded in the ticket examining and validating device ac 
cording‘to the invention and adapted to carry out a 
judging method for judging whether or not the two sta 
tions corresponding to two continuous station codes 
appearing on the ticket are'located on both sides of the 
judging station; . 

‘- FIG. l~1.is a block diagram showing the continuity 
judging part used in the system according to the inven-v _' 
tion; and . 
FIG. l2.shows timing relationships caused by a tim 

ing mechanism used in the system according to the in 
*vention. 

' y' .7 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 
, Referring ?rst to FIG. 1, the principle of the inven- I 
‘tion'willbe explained. The whole or a part of the given ‘ 
railway network is completely covered by a number of 
lines or routesv indicated by arrow marks in the drawing. 
A “line” or “route’}’ may be herein de?ned as a railway 
path connecting any two desired stations and the same , 
station on a partial section -of the network may be vin 
cluded in-more than two lines or routes. The concept 
of this “line” or “route.” is‘ the extension of the concept : 
of the lines in practical use onthe railway, such as the 
“TOKAIDOY LINE” and “SANYO LINE” in_ Japan, 



3 
and accordingly may be determined optionally in ac 
cordance with the practically used lines, the amount of 
traffic, the amount or transportation and various re 
quirements for the railway operation and controls. 
For each station located along a route or line, a sta 

tion code (A, dx) as shown in FIG. 2 may be assigned, 
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wherein A is the routeor line code designating the - I 
route or line and dx is the address or address code 
which is indicative of the relative position of the station 
along the route or line A, and the values of the address 
codes assigned to each of the stations along the route 
or line should constitute a series of numerals succes 
sively increasing along the route or line. Thus a station 
having an address of the smallest numeral along the 
route (located at one end of the route or line) is called 
the “reference station” of the route or line. 
The above described station code (A, dx) is called a 

“sequential code.” 
One example of the sequential code uses a kilometer 

code, wherein the address dx for each station repre 
sents a distance in kilometers counted from the refer 
ence station. Among other examples of the sequential 
codes, there are time codes and order codes where the 
address for each station represents a time period re 
quired for travelling from the reference station or a se 
quential order counted from the reference station, re 
spectively. 

It should be noted that when one station is included 
in two or more routes or lines simultaneously, two or 
more station codes may be assigned to said one station. 
Such a station included commonly in two or more 
routes or lines is called a “multi-code station,” and rel 
ative to this, a station included merely in a single route 
or line is called an “ordinary station.” 
Next, a value R(A) ful?lling the following condition 

is considered in correspondence with the route or line 
A, and this value is called the rank of the route or line 
A. 
Condition: Interconnected routes or lines should 

have respectively different ranks. 
Assignment of the ranks to the routes or lines may be 
done freely except for the above described limitation. 
For example, the routes or lines may be ranked as 1, 2, 
3, depending on the traf?cs along the routes or lines, 
lengths of the routes or lines, or degrees of importance 
of the routes or lines. 
‘The rank represented by a smaller numeral is called 

higher than one represented by a larger numeral. Let 
the route or line of the highest rank among the routes 
or lines including a station x commonly be designated 
by Ax, the rank of the highest ranked route or line Ax 
is also employed for indicating the rank of the station 
x, which is written r(x). Furthermore, the sequential 
code for the station x employing the route ‘or line Ax 
of the highest rank is called the “representative code” 
of the station x. 

Next, the conception of “senior junction station” is 
introduced for each of the stations. More particularly, 
a “senior junction station” with respect to a station x 
is de?ned as being any station on a line including the 
station x whose rank is higher than the r(x). In the case 
where the station x is an ordinary station, for instance 
in the network of FIG. 3, when it is assumed that 
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then the stations Y0 and Z0 are senior junction stations 
with respect to the station X0, but the station To is not 
a senior junction station with respect to station X0. 

In the case where the station x is a multi-code station, 
any station Y included in a subset { Kil, Ki2, Kim} 
of a set of routes or lines {K1, K2, Kn} including the 
station x and satisfying the following relation: 

is called a senior junction station of the station x. For 
instance, in FIG. 4, assmuming the ranks of the routes 
or lines AI, Bl, CI, D1, E1, F1 and Glare l, 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, and 7, respectively, the rank of each station can 
be expressed by the numeral written in a circle indicat 
ing the station. Thus, the stations U1 and W1 are con 
sidered to be senior junction stations of the station X1. 
A ticket preparing device can prepare an ordinary or 

season ticket which may bear information concerning 
terms, distinction of sex, adult or chile, school at 
tended, classes, and the railway fare. The ticket also in 
cludes information according to the invention such as 
representative codes of the stations where the allow 
able path changes the route or line and which are re 
corded in the order they appear along the allowable 
path of the ticket. This information is recorded so that 
an examining device of the ticket can automatically 
read out such information as mentioned above. 
The ticket preparing procedures will now be more 

fully described with reference to FIG. 5. It will be sup~ 
posed that a network includes routes or lines A2, B2, 
C2, D2, and E2, and that the allowable path for the 
ticket is as indicated byv S2, T2, U2, V2, and W2 in the 
same drawing. Then, the representative codes (C2, 
‘152), (B2, a2), (A2, duz). (A2, t1V2), and (D2, (1W2) are 
written on the ticket in the order they appear in the al 
lowable path for the ticket. It is herein assumed that the 
rank of‘the route or line A2 is higher than the ranks of 
the routes or lines B2 and D2, and the rank of the route 
or line B2 is higher than the rank of the route or line 
C2. The station codes should be recorded only for the 
junction stations where the allowable path changes the 
route or line, and the junction stations such as X2, Y2 
and Z2 where the allowable path remains on the same 
route or line are not required to be recorded on the 
ticket. 

Likewise, as indicated in FIG. 6, there are stations 
such as X3, y3, and Z3 having representative codes for 
A3, the rank of which is higher than the line B3 on 
which the allowable path between the stations S3 and 
T3 are indicated by the arrow-mark. However, on the 
ordinary or season tickets, merely the codes (B3, dS3) 
and (B3, dTg) are recorded and the codes for the other 
three stations are omitted. 
Next, a method for judging the validity of the tickets 

at a ticket examining station will be described. 
It will ?rst be assumed that the ticket examining sta 

tion is an ordinary station X in the route or line A desig 
nated by the code (A, dX). If a senior junction station 
Y of the station X is found among the description on 
a ticket, the code (B, dY) for the station Y is changed 
into a code (A, dY') expressed by employing the route 
or line, code A along which route or line the station X 
exists. Then all of the station codes described on the 
ticket are scanned for the inclusion of the route or line 
code A, and if two of such codes including the route or 
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line code A are found consecutively such as (A, d1) 
and (A, d2) and the relation: 

d1 5 ax s d2,ord1 z ax 2 d2 

exists between the addresses of d1, d2, and dX, the 
ticket is judged to be valid, and when the route code A 
does not appear commonly for two consecutive station 
codes, or even when it appears that there is no such re 
lation as described above between the addresses of the 
stations, the ticket is judged to be invalid. 
For instance, when an ordinary or season ticket hav 

ing an allowable path as shown by S2, T2, U2, V2, and 
W2 in FIG. 5 is examined at a station Z2 for its validity, 
a code (A2, dU2) representing the senior junction sta 
tion U2 of the station Z2 is converted to (B2, dUZ’) as 
in FIG. 7, and the following conditions: 

are satisfied, so that the ticket is judged to be valid at 
the station Z2. 
Next, description will be made in connection with the 

judgement at a simple junction station such as T2, U2, 
X2 or Y2 in FIG. 5, said simple junction station being 
included in a multi-code stations, but being not in 
’cluded in the section used commonly for routes or lines 
more than two routes or lines. When the station X is a 
simple junction station, it is assumed that the station X 
belongs to a plurality of routes or lines such as H1, H2, 
H3, l-Ik passing through the station X and the station 
codes of the station X are expressed by (I'll, dXl), (H2, 
(1X2), ...., (Hk, dx") corresponding to said H1, H2, ...., 
Hk. All of the station codes indicated on a ticket are 
converted as described before in connection with the 
ordinary stations. Each route code in the code series 
thus converted is checked. If two codes having the 
same route or line code are consecutive and said route 
or line code is coincident with any one (for instance 
l-Ii) of the H1, H2, Hk, said consecutive codes are 
(Hi, 11,’) and (Hi, d2’). In this case, if the following rela 
tion exists between said stations all’ 2 dx‘ 2 d2’, or 
d,’ s dxi s d 2', the ticket is judged to be valid. How 
ever, when no such code appears commonly for two 
consecutive station codes, or, although it appears, 
when the code does not coincide with H1, H2, or Hk, 
or the above described relation is not satis?ed, the 
ticket is judged to be invalid. 

Finally the judging method in a general multi-code 
station such as X3, Y3, and Z3 in FIG. 6 will be ex 
plained. When the station X is a multi-code station, 
routes or lines in which the station X is included may 
be indicated as H1, H2, H3, ..., Hh, and the corre 
sponding station codes for the station X are expressed 
as (H1, dX‘), (H2, dXz), ..., (Hh, dX"). The ticket is 
read, and if station code (B, dY) of a junction station 
Y which is senior to the station X is found on the ticket, 
said station code (B, dY ) is converted to a plurality of 
station codes (Hil, dYl), (Hi2, dYZ), ..., (Him, dY"') 
corresponding to a plurality of routes or lines Hi1, Hi2, 
Hi3, .., Him passing through the station Y. In addition, 
if a station Z which is not a senior junction station of 
the station X but is included in more than two routes 
or lines Hjl, ..., Hj2, ..., l'IjI within the routes or lines 
H1, H2, ..., Hh is present, (such a station as the station 
Z being called a multi-junction station), its code (C, 
:12) is converted to (l-Ijl, dZ‘), (Hj2, d2”), ..., (Hjl, dZ‘) 
corresponding to the above described routes or lines. 
Other station codes on the ticket are not converted. 
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6 
Then, the following codes of two groups after conver 
sion corresponding to consecutive two codes on the 
ticket: 

(M1, d1‘), (M2, dlz), ...., (Mp, d1") 

(N1, d2‘), (N2, r122), ...., (Nq, d2") 
are compared with the following group of codes for the 
station X: 

(H1, dX‘), (H2, dX2), ...., (Hh, dX"), 
and when a common route or line code Hi = Mj = Nk 
exists and 

is satis?ed, the ticket is judged to be valid, and if not, 
the ticket is judged to be invalid. 
The above described judging procedure principally 

includes the judging procedure described above at the 
ordinary station and at the simple junction station as 
speci?c cases. The above described judging method at 
the multi-code station will now be described more fully 
with reference to FIG. 8. 
The ranks of the routes or lines A4, B4, C4, and D4 

shown in FIG. 8 are l, 2, 3, and 4, respectively and the 
ranks of the stations are indicated in each of the circles 
representing the stations. _ 
a. When an ordinary or season ticket bearing a starting 
station code (C4, (124“) and a termination station code 
(A4, dY41) is judged on its validity at a station X4, 
then, because the station Y4 is a senior junction station 
of the station X4 and the station X4 is commonly in 
cluded in the routes or lines B4 and C4, the codes re 
corded on the ticket are converted as follows; 

(C4, (1243) —> (C4, dZ43) 

(A4, dY41) —> (B4, dY42), (C4, dY43). 
Since the route or line code, commonly included in 
these converted station codes and in the station codes 
(B4, (1X42), (C4, dX43) for the station X4 is C4, exis 
tence of a relation 

11243 § dX43 é M4“, or 11243 2 (1X43 2 (1Y43 

is checked along the route or line C4, and, since the re 
lation exists in this case, the ticket is judged to be valid. 
b. When in the route (Z4 — X4), a ticket bearing a 
starting station code (C4, 1124“) and a termination sta 
tion code (B4, (1X42) is judged on its validity at a sta 
tion Y4, then, although the station Y4 does not have 
any senior junction station, the station X4 is included 
in the route or lines B4 and C4 together with the station 
Y4, and for this reason, the codes written on the ticket 
are converted as follows; ' 

(C4, dZ43) —-> (C4, dZ43) 

(B4, (1X42) —> (B4, (1X42), (C4, (1X43). 
Since the route or line code commonly included in 
these converted station codes and in the station codes 
(A4, dY4‘), (B4, dY42), (C4, (N43), and (D4, dY4‘) 
for the station Y4 is C4, existence of a relation 

(1Z43 5 (1Y43 S dX>43 or (1243 2 dY43 a alX43 

is checked. However, since there is no such relation ex 
isting in this case, the ticket is judged to be invalid. 
Because of the simplicity of the above described 

judging method, realization of a ticket examining de 
vice which carries out such a method is considered to 
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be simple, and, therefore, the detailed organisation of 
the examining device will not be necessary. 
However, for the purpose of clarifying the embody 

ing manner of the system according to the invention, 
concrete illustrations of the ticket preparing device, 
ticket examining and validating device used actually in 
the system will be described in the following in connec 
tion with FIGS. 9 to 12. 
The present invention comprises devices for prepar 

ing tickets and examining them at a series of different 
stations and the invention does not reside in the details 
of specific components of the system but rather the 
overall combination of components. The invention in 
cludes a ticket preparing device and a ticket examining 
and validating device. The ticket preparing device is 
constructed to accomplish the following results: 

1. The available route information is recorded, in ac 
cordance with travel sequence, as the code of starting 
station, codes of intermediate stations changing the 
middle route, and code of the terminating station. 

2. The station codes mentioned in item (1) above 
constitute codes of the type corresponding to the route 
or line code and address code. Particularly, in the case 
of the station having more than two codes, the repre 
sentative code is used. 

3. Automatically reading-out the coded information. 
Accordingly, as the recording method, any one of the 

conventional magnetic, optical (printing system), and 
mechanical (perforating system) methods may be 
adopted. In actual practice, the magnetic recording 
method has been adopted in the case of embodying this 
invention. 
The device for preparing the ticket satisfying the con~ 

ditions (1-3) as mentioned above fundamentally com 
prises an operating part 1, an encoder 2, and a record 
ing mechanism 3 as shown in FIG. 9. 

In the operating part, there are provided station 
name keys corresponding to all stations located in the 
objective section of the system under consideration and 
function keys or numeral keys which are used for pro 
ducing inputs adapted for ticket kinds, effective peri 
ods, sex distinction, discrimination between adult and 
child and the like. 
The ticket preparer puts in the necessary route infor 

mation as the inputs by pressing successively the sta 
tion-name keys in accordance with the condition ( l) as 
mentioned above. Then the encoder forms a station 
code (representative station code) corresponding to 
the pressed station-name key, and sends out the thus 
formed station-code into the recording mechanism. 
The ticket-examining and validating device includes 

means for carrying out a judging method for judging 
whether or not the two stations corresponding to two 
continuous station-codes appearing on the ticket are 
located on both sides of the judging station. Accord 
ingly, such conversion of the code of the senior junc~ 
tion station as mentioned already is not always neces 
sary in order to perform the above-mentioned judging 
method' For example, when the station-code (B) ap 
peared on the ticket is coincident with the code of the 
senior junction station viewed from the judging station, 
it is only necessary to confirm that the station‘code (B) 
corresponds to which side of the judging station and 
value comparison between the codes is not necessary. 
Accordingly, it is necessary that the judging device re 
tain in memory only the code of the judging station it 
self and a conversion table adapted to make it corre 
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8 
spond to position information of one bit indicating the 
fact that the position of the code of the senior junction 
station viewed from the judging station is located at a 
particular side of the judging station. 
FIG. 10 illustrates the device adapted to embody the 

judging method as mentioned above and the device 
comprises a reader 4, an input buffer 5, a memory part 
10, and a judging part 11 shown by dotted line. 
The reading-out system of the reader corresponds to 

the recording system of the ticket preparing device. In 
the memory part, the code of the judging station itself 
and the senior junction station conversion table are 
memorized. The judging part is composed of a coinci 
dence circuit 6, a comparator 7, a continuation 
checker 8, and a judging flip-?op 9. In FIG. 10, data 
?owing is indicated by double arrow lines and control 
signals are indicated by single arrow lines. In the draw 
ing, the timing mechanism is omitted, but the timing re 
lationships are shown in FIG. 12. 
The case in which the judging station corresponds to 

an ordinary station will be simply described as follows. 
The case corresponding to multicode station is substan 
tially the same. 
The station codes such as (Bl, dyl), (B2, dyg), (Bn, 

dy,,) representing the route information on a ticket are 
read out one by one at a time T1 by means of the reader 
and then supplied to the input buffer. Capacity of this 
input buffer is designed so as to store the codes of one 
station only and the informations stored therein are re 
tained for a period corresponding to one cycle de 
scribed below. 
At the succeeding times T2 and T3 coincidence be 

tween the station-code (Bj, dyj) in the input buffer and 
the self station-code (A, dx) is tested in the coinci 
dence circuit. If Bj = A and dyj = dx, the judging flip 
flop is made to be on and the judgement is completed. 
If Bj = A and dyj DX, at the time T4, the value of 
dyj and that of dx are compared in the comparator cir 
cuit and a setting signal is supplied to either one of + 
and — input terminals of the continuity judging part in 
accordance with the result of the comparison. 
On the other hand, in the case of Bj A, the coinci 

dent state between (Bj, dyj) and (Ai, dxi) (code of se 
nior junction station) is tested at the time T5; and when 
(Bj, dyj) is coincident with any (Ai, dxi), a setting signal 
is supplied to either one of + and — input terminals of 
the continuity judging part in accordance with position 
information + and —- corresponding to said (Ai, dxi) in 
the conversion table. In the cases except the cases as 
mentioned above, no setting signal is imparted. One 
cycle is completed by the supply of the setting and re 
setting signals to the continuity judging part, and then 
the succeeding input code is read out. 
The continuity judging part is a component part ca 

pable of finally judging whether or not two stations in 
dicated by two continuous input codes (Bj, dyj) and 
BM, dyj?) are respectively located at both sides of the 
judging station (A, dx). 

This continuity judging part may be, for example, 
composed of four ?ip-?op circuits as shown in FIG. Ill. 
T corresponds to the time during which a timing signal 
T6 can trigger each ?ip-?op circuit. When a dignal is 
supplied to the + and — input terminals of the continu 
ity judging part, the ?ip-?ops F1 and F'l are respec 
tively set and reset or reset and set in accordance with 
the applied signal, and simultaneously the original in 
formation of the ?ip-?op circuits FE and F’! are re 
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spectively shifted into the flip-?op circuits F2 and F’2, 
respectively. Respective setting and resetting of the 
?ip-flop circuits F1 and F'l are attained in the case. 
where the station represented by theinput code (Bi, 
dyi) is located at the side directed to increase of the ad- ' 
dress when viewed from the judging station. As will be 
clear from the drawings, when both F1 and F'2 arein 
set states or both ‘of F'l and F2 are in set states,'thatv 
is when two stationscorresponding to two continuousv 
input codes are located at both sides of the judging sta 

.. > . .. 1‘0 . and a number offlineshear 100, length of a line being 
less than ‘l»()0l‘(_m.)"will be considered. ln'the conven 
tional system, assuming-a station code requires 12 bits, 
from 74 to 84>bits' are required for indicating the allow- I 
able path on'the ticket. On the'ot'her hand, in the sys 

, tem according to,._th'e_ prese'ritljnventiomul7:,bits' are re 
quired for one code when kilometer code is employed, 

[hence from534 to 85 bits are required for the'same pur 

, . 

tion, the output of the continuity judging part becomes ~ 
ON. 

In some prior ticket judging systems, it seems that the 
method of judging (examining) the intermediate points 
(stations) is identical with the method of judging the 
terminal points (starting and. terminating. stations) 
along the allowable path, namely by the, method of 
judging the legality asto whether or not the data on the 
ticket contain the code of the judging station itself.‘ - 
However, if it is intended to applyvsuch a method to 

a transportation system which allows-.ridingéon and get 
ting-off at any station along the allowable pathtindi 
cated on the commutation ticket, itbecomes necessary 
to impart codes of all the stations contained in the al 
lowable path onto the ticket. Consequently, thequané 

0 , 

‘pose,';'vthe mean value of the required bits being less 
than ‘that of-the conventional system. lnlthe‘above'esti 
mation, the maximum number of transfers‘ employing 

. ' one ticket-is assumed to. be four. 
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tity of the necessary information becomes too plentiful 9 ' 
to be coded and thus is of no practical use. 

by sufficiently few (from avpractical-point of view) bits 
of information and to find a reasonable method capable _ 
of efficiently judging the legality of the ticket at each,‘ ' 
station to determine whether the commutor rides on or ' 
gets off. The invention has proposed to satisfy the im- 1 
portant matters as mentioned above and the important; 

35 

characteristic features of the present invention'resjide, 
in the manner of imparting the information of the; al- ~, 
lowable path to a ticket and in the method of judging‘ 
the legality of 'the ‘coded ticket. 
Preparation of a ticket and automatic examination vof ' 

the same for a allowable path including aloop are made 
possible by the use of the above described writing and 

:. 'andjthereb’y the-preparingland examining'devices of the _ 
40’ 

judging procedure of the ticket. Furthermore, the pro-.3 
cessing of a ticket for starting .from or arriving at a sta 
tion included in a circular line of a city, or the process 
ing of a couponfor starting from or arriving at an area 
can be carried out as follows. ‘ ‘ i 

A code representing‘an area is newly provided, and 
a ticket on which some of ‘the station codes to be re 
corded on the ticket are replaced by saidjarea code is 
prepared. The ticket examining device in a station iny'v 
cluded in the area is so arranged that a ticket is judged 
to be valid if the area code is found on the ticket, and j 
if not, the ticket is judged ‘through the ordinary proce 
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dure as described above. Furthermore, the same device _ 
in a station not included in the area but included in a ' 
line directly connected to the area first converts the 
area code to a station code for a station connecting the 
line to the area, and then follows the ordinary proce 
dure. . ' 

For the purpose of comparing the above-described 
system with the conventional systems with respect to 

60, 

the required bits for expressing the allowable path on- 6' 
the ticket, the Japanese National Railway lines‘ and pri 
vate railway lines in and outside of Tokyo (including 
about 500 stations, fundamental loops of from 50 to 60, 

When‘the' comparison-is carried out frirther‘for the ‘ 
entire network of the'Nat'ional‘Railway and jpvriyatetl 

:railways invJa'pan (including 8,000stations,' about 300 fundamental'loopseand nearly 500 lines), since more - . 

than l6_bits‘a're irequiredlfor expressing a station code 
in theconventionalsystem,the bit number required for ' n.‘ . 
the ordinary ticket'ors'eason ti'ck'et- reaches approxig "- '- . 
mately 332 bits.‘ O'nlthe o‘tlier'hand,-in the system ac-T g , 
co_rding.to;_the present invention, ,‘when it is assumed 
that 22 bits are, required forone‘station code, 22>(nfl 
l) will-be required.‘ Here, ri represents the number of 
different lines includelduin ther'allowable path forlthe» .‘ 
ticket, n being, in't‘ordinary cfase,--‘in a range of from 1 r to 3 and, in rare cases, reachesivMore particularly, the 

. - . . Y Unumber of bits re uiredlforia'ticketiis, in an ordinar Accordingly, when the automated ticket SYSIGITLIS ap-v \_ _ - q ' ‘ i ' ~ ‘ y 

plied to the transportation system as mentioned above, it becomes very important to codify the allowable path 
case, from 44' to 88 bits‘and, ‘in rare case, about 132 

As is apparent from the above-description, the system 
‘according to the-present, invention vmakes possible the 
representation of .the ‘allowable path ,with a smaller 
number of bits than in the eonventional system except 
-.where the network is of extremelysmallscale, and the 
required number. of bits doeslnot increase’ greatly even 
in the‘case wherethe' railway network is'gof larger scale. 

. ‘in the conventional system‘, most'of the station codes 

tickets ‘must be'rema‘rkably modified when some of the 
stations orlines are newly increased or changed. How 
-'ever, in the. present inventiom'the alteration accompa 
nying‘ the increase or change-of the station or lines, in 
principle, does ‘not affectithe-codes'of other stations of 
otherlines. ,1 , ; _'. _- v h 

- Furtherrnore,-s_ince thefroute or line. code is included 
in all of‘ the station codes, identification of stations in- ' 
cluded in different lines belonging to different net 

way lines {can be ‘easily carried out. I 
. In addition, sincethe kilometer code is employed in 
most of the cases (exceptwhere'the area code is em 
ployed),‘the railway charge can be calculated by a sim 

. works such as the NationalRailwaylines or private rail 

ple'p'rocedure if the kilometer codes for the starting 
station,‘intermediate'stations, and the terminating sta 
tion are employed in the ticket preparing station; In this 

» case, no register or memory is required in the ticket 
preparation device therein. 

‘ What is claimed is: - - g _ ; . 

l. A ticket examination and validation device for ex 
amining'and validating tickets for a transportation net 
work comprising; . . .' ~ ‘ ' v v ' . 

‘a. a reader for reading station codes representative of 
route information on a ticket for a transportation 
network; ' ' - ' 

b. a memory for storing therein the station-codes of 
the station of the transportation network at which 



respective station-codes 

3,859,507 
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the ticket is being examined, and a senior junction ‘\ transportation network. 
station thereof; and 

_ c. a judging part comprising coincidence and com} 
parator circuits to test for coincidence between ‘the 
station-codes read by said reader and the station 
codes stored in said memory,~'a continuation 
checker to determine if two stations represented by 
two consecutive station codes appearing on the 
ticket are located on opposite sides of the station 
of the transportation network at which'the ticket is - 

5 

being examined, and a ?ip-?op switched on when ‘Y 
the station-codeson the ticket are representative of 
a route passing through or ending at the station at _ 
which the ticket is being examined. 

2. A ticket examination and'validation device ac 
cording to claim 1, wherein-said reader comprises 
means for reading station-codes representative of ,a dis 
tance measured from the stations corresponding to the 

to a reference ‘stationof the 
20 

3. A ticket examination and validation device ac 
cording to claim 1, wherein said reader comprises 
means for reading station-codes representative of sta 
tions in a portion of the transportation network having 
the same transportation fee. 

4. A ticket examination and validation device ac 
cording to claim 1, wherein said reader comprises 
means for reading station-codes indicating a relative 
priority of the stations represented by the station codes. ‘ 

5.1‘ A vticket examination and validation device‘ ac 
cording [to claim 1, wherein said reader comprises , 
means for reading station-codes representative of route 
information comprising station-codes of a stationv of or 
igin, *i’nterrnedi'atelstations changing the route, and a} I‘ 
terminating station, the station codes being of the type 
comprising a'route code and a station address code. ._ 
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